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DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF 

CHARTERED CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANTS 

 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

 

In the matter of: Miss Mida Mohammed 

 

Heard on: Monday, 11 June 2018 

 

Location:  The Adelphi, 1-11 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6AU 

  

Committee: Mr James Kellock (Chairman), Ms Wanda Rossiter (Accountant) 

and Mr Paul Moulder (Lay) 

 

Legal Adviser: Mr Andrew Granville Stafford  

 

Persons present  

and capacity: Mr Mohammed Ismail (ACCA Case Presenter) 

Ms Pamella Ramphal (Hearings Officer) 

Ms Anna Packowska (Hearings Officer) 

 

Observers: None 

 

Outcome: Allegations 1(a), 1(b)(i) and (ii) and 1(c) found proved 

 Excluded from student membership 

 Costs of £2,500 

 

 INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY MATTERS 

1. The Disciplinary Committee of ACCA (‘the Committee’) convened to consider a 

report concerning Miss Mida Mohammed. Miss Mohammed is a student member of 

ACCA, and is resident in Trinidad and Tobago.  

2. The Committee had before it a bundle of documents (pages A to I and 1 to 86), three 

additional bundles (pages 87 and 88, 89 to 91 and 92 to 114) and a service bundle 

(pages 1 to 21).  
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PROCEEDING IN ABSENCE 

3. Miss Mohammed did not attend the hearing and was not represented. 

4. A notice of today’s hearing was sent to Miss Mohammed at her registered address by 

Royal Mail International Tracked and Signed post on 9 May 2018. The Committee 

was satisfied that the requirements of regulations 10(1) and 22(1) of the Chartered 

Certified Accountants’ Complaints and Disciplinary Regulations (‘CDR’) as to service 

had been complied with. 

5. Having satisfied itself that service had been effected in accordance with the rules, the 

Committee went on consider whether to proceed in the absence of Miss Mohammed. 

The Committee bore in mind that the discretion to do so must be exercised with the 

utmost care and caution.  

6. The Committee noted that Miss Mohammed had indicated on her Case Management 

Form completed on 12 April 2018 that she would not be attending the hearing. She 

had been offered the opportunity to take part in the hearing by telephone or video link 

but had declined it. She confirmed by email on 29 May 2018 that she did not intend 

to attend. She further confirmed by a second email on that day that she was happy 

for the hearing to proceed in her absence.  

7. The Committee considered that no useful purpose would be served by an 

adjournment. There was no reason for thinking Miss Mohammed would attend or 

take part in the hearing if it was adjourned to a future date. The allegation against 

Miss Mohammed was a serious one and there was a clear public interest in 

proceeding to deal with it expeditiously. Therefore, the Committee decided to 

proceed in Miss Mohammed’s absence.  

ALLEGATIONS AND BRIEF BACKGROUND 

8. The allegation faced by Miss Mohammed was as follows. 

Allegation 1 

a) Between September 2015 and October 2017, Mida Mohammed submitted or 

caused to be submitted to the ACCA any or all of the medical certificates set 

out in Schedule A purporting to be issued by Dr A, when in fact they had not 

been issued by him. 
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b) Mida Mohammed’s conduct set out at 1(a) above was: 

i. Dishonest in that Mida Mohammed knew the medical 

certificates contained in Schedule A, that she had submitted or 

caused to be submitted, and purporting to be issued by Dr A, 

were not issued by him; 

ii. Contrary to the Fundamental Principle of Integrity as applicable 

in 2015 - 2017; 

c) By reason of her conduct in respect of any or all of the matters set out at 1(a) 

and 1(b) above, Mida Mohammed is guilty of misconduct pursuant to bye-law 

8(a)(i). 

9. Miss Mohammed was admitted as a student member of ACCA on 11 June 2009.  

10. Between April 2013 and October 2017, Miss Mohammed made applications for 

additional support with regard to her exams [PRIVATE]. In support of these 

applications she supplied seven medical certificates purported to be signed by Dr A. 

ACCA’s case was that the last four certificates, which were dated 1 September 2015, 

5 April 2016, 3 April 2017 and 2 October 2017, were false.  

11. Concerns were raised because the signature on these certificates appeared to be 

identical. Dr A was contacted and he confirmed he had seen Miss Mohammed on 

four occasions between 2011 and 2014. He confirmed that the first three certificates 

submitted bearing his name was genuine. However he said he had not seen or heard 

from Miss Mohammed since the last of those appointments which was on 24 March 

2014 and all the certificates bearing later dates had been falsified.  

12. In an email to ACCA dated 31 October 2017, Ms Mohammad admitted that she had 

submitted the medical certificates to ACCA. She stated that she was not aware that 

the documents were falsified but she took full responsibility as she had submitted 

them. She said she had been experiencing an issue [PRIVATE] since May 2011 and 

this was still ongoing. Her explanation was as follows:  

‘In August 2015 I would have tried contact [Dr A] to make an appointment to 

see him in order to get my medical to write exams in December 2015 as I 

would normally do, however, due to his varying hours of work I was unable to 
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reach him via telephone. As a result, I sought the help of a close friend to 

assist me in contacting [Dr A] as I was swamped. I would have passed on to 

my friend one of my old medical letters which had [Dr A’s] contact information. 

I was extremely pleased a couple days later when my friend would have 

indicated to me they were able to contact [Dr A’s] office and he indicated he 

would do the letter for me without having to visit him since he knows my case 

and my friend [PRIVATE] confirmed with him that there [PRIVATE]. My friend 

informed me the letter would have been ready before the end of the week and 

they volunteered to collect it on my behalf so that I didn’t need to request 

time-off from work. At this point I was soo [sic] happy that I was getting the 

letter in time to submit to ACCA I didn’t have any questions in my mind about 

the situation. . . My only inquiry was the cost I had to pay the doctor so that I 

can re-imburse my friend. Due to the convenience and since I trusted this 

person I asked them to continue this favour for me everytime I wanted to 

attempt exams. Reviewing the situation now, there was a lapse in judgement 

on my part and I take full responsibility for being careless with something so 

important and I should have been more vigilant. . . 

Upon receipt of the email from ACCA's Investigation Officer on 30-Oct-2017 I 

contacted my friend who admitted to falsifying the documents and keeping the 

payment which I thought was being paid to Dr A. I was totally appalled when I 

found out but not that I am aware I take blame since I should have been more 

responsible, especially with such an important document.’  

13. Miss Mohammed was asked to provide contact details of her friend who furnished the 

medical reports but she declined to do so, saying:  

‘I understand providing the details of my friend is important in progressing the 

investigations and I know the offense [sic] committed is serious, however, I 

have chosen not to prosecute this person as they are in an extremely low 

position in their life right now and I would not like to make things worse for 

them.’  

14. In her Case Management Form, dated 12 April 2018, Miss Mohammed admitted 

Allegation 1(a), but denied Allegation 1(b). She stated:  

‘I did submit the medical certificates mentioned above, I will note however, 

at the time I was unaware that the documents were not issued by [Dr A]. If I 
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was aware I would not have submitted these documents and I am truly 

disappointed and embarrassed this happened . . . I trusted a friend to 

collect these certificates on my behalf. I only chose this route after seeing 

numerous doctors, in addition to [Dr A] however [PRIVATE]. I cannot 

emphasize enough how regretful I am now and wished I knew sooner so 

that I could have put a stop to the situation. It was never my intention to be 

dishonest. I would also like to note that despite the circumstances, the 

information relating to my condition is true but it was my carelessness that 

led to the failure in providing authentic the documents.’ 

DECISIONS ON ALLEGATIONS AND REASONS 

15. There was no dispute that Miss Mohammed had sent the four certificates in question 

to ACCA. Nor was there any dispute that those certificates had not been issued by Dr 

A. The Committee therefore found Allegation 1(a) proved on the basis of the 

uncontested evidence and on Miss Mohammed’s admission in the Case 

Management Form. The Committee had to determine whether ACCA had proved 

these actions were dishonest and/or contrary to the Fundamental Principle of 

Integrity, and whether Miss Mohammed was liable to disciplinary action on the basis 

that she had committed misconduct.  

16. The Committee considered the documents before it, the submissions of Mr Ismail 

and the advice of the Legal Adviser. The Committee bore in mind that the burden of 

proving an allegation rests on ACCA and the standard to be applied is proof on the 

balance of probabilities.  

17. The key issue for the Committee was whether ACCA had proved on the balance of 

probabilities that Miss Mohammed knew when she submitted the certificates that 

they had been falsified.  

18. The Committee found Miss Mohammed’s account to be unconvincing. The 

submission of certificates happened on four occasions over a period of two years. 

The Committee did not accept that Miss Mohammed believed her doctor would 

continue to issue certificates over a lengthy period without examining her, particularly 

as her condition might have changed during that time. Further, no medical evidence 

had been produced to show what her condition actually was in this period. The 

Committee was therefore satisfied that she must have appreciated the certificates 

were not genuine, given that she had not visited the doctor to have an examination.  
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19. Further the Committee considered it nonsensical that her friend could contact Dr A 

but she could not. The Committee simply did not believe Miss Mohammed’s story 

that she had left it to her friend to obtain these certificates and that the friend had 

forged them without her knowledge.  

20. The Committee was therefore satisfied on the balance of probabilities that Miss 

Mohammed sent the four certificates listed in Schedule A to ACCA knowing that they 

had not been issued by Dr A.  

21. These actions would clearly be regarded as dishonest by ordinary and honest 

members of the public. Furthermore, they were clearly a breach of the Fundamental 

Principle of Integrity which requires members to act in a straightforward and honest 

manner. Therefore the Committee found Allegations 1(b)(i) and (ii) proved.  

22. The Committee was in no doubt that dishonestly submitting false medical certificates 

in order to get special help with examinations brings discredit on the member, the 

Association and the profession. Allegation 1(c) was therefore proved.  

23. The Committee found Allegation 1 proved in its entirety.  

SANCTION AND REASONS 

24. The Committee considered what sanction, if any, to impose taking into account 

ACCA’s Guidance for Disciplinary Sanctions (‘GDS’) and the principle of 

proportionality. The Committee bore in mind that the purpose of sanctions was not 

punitive but to protect the public, maintain confidence in the profession and declare 

and uphold proper standards of conduct and behaviour.  

25. The Committee bore in mind that no previous disciplinary findings had been made 

against Miss Mohammed. She had made some admissions to the allegation, albeit 

she had disputed acting dishonestly. She had co-operated with ACCA's investigation. 

However, although she had made a limited apology, she had not in the Committee’s 

view shown any real remorse or any appreciation of the seriousness of her actions. 

This was clearly demonstrated by the fact she had tried to hide her wrongdoing by 

giving an account the Committee had found to be untrue.  

26. Having determined that Miss Mohammed’s actions amounted to misconduct, taking 

no further action was clearly not appropriate. The Committee therefore considered 

the available sanctions in ascending order of seriousness. 
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27. The Committee noted that the GDS indicates that offences of dishonesty are always 

regarded as a very serious departure from acceptable standards. The Committee did 

not consider that admonishment, reprimand or severe reprimand would be 

appropriate sanctions in this case. None of these would adequately meet the public 

interest in this case.  

28. This was repeated conduct, committed on four occasions over a period in excess of 

two years. Miss Mohammed’s purpose in submitting these certificates was 

undoubtedly to gain an advantage in her examinations. There is a clear risk to the 

public when student accountants gain an unfair advantage in their professional 

examinations. The public expect accountants to act honestly and with integrity and, in 

the Committee's view, Miss Mohammed’s behaviour was fundamentally incompatible 

with membership of a professional association. 

29. The Committee was satisfied that no sanction other than exclusion from membership 

would be appropriate and proportionate.  

30. Therefore the Committee made an order under regulation 13(4)(c) of the CDR 

excluding Miss Mohammed from student membership of ACCA. The Committee did 

not however consider it was necessary to make an additional order extending the 

minimum period for which Miss Mohammed could re-apply for membership.  

COSTS AND REASONS 

31. ACCA applied for costs in the sum of £7,181.70. The application was supported by a 

schedule providing a breakdown of the costs incurred by ACCA in connection with 

the hearing (pages 87 to 91). 

32. The Committee considered that in principle a costs order should be made in favour of 

ACCA as the allegation had been properly brought. It noted that some of the costs in 

the schedule were estimated. It was reasonable to reduce the amount to take into 

account the time the hearing had actually taken and to reflect a fair amount to 

investigate what was a relatively straightforward allegation.  

33. The Committee took into account the information provided by Miss Mohammed as to 

her financial circumstances (pages 92 to 114). The Committee accepted her means 

were relatively modest and it would be appropriate to make a further reduction on 

that basis. 
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34. The Committee determined that the appropriate order was that Miss Mohammed pay 

ACCA’s costs in the sum of £2,500.  

EFFECTIVE DATE OF ORDER 

35. Pursuant to CDR 20(1) the order excluding Miss Mohammed from membership will 

come into effect from the date of expiry of the appeal period, namely after 21 days 

from service of the written statement of the Committee’s reasons for its decision, 

unless Miss Mohammed gives notice of appeal in accordance with the Appeal 

Regulations prior to that. 

36. Pursuant to CDR 20(2) the order for costs will have immediate effect. 

 

Mr James Kellock 

Chairman 

11 June 2018 

 

 


